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Achievement Award for 

Mentoring Residents
– Kelsie Kelly, MD, MPH•2021 Recipient

• Assistant Professor, Department of Family Medicine 
and Community Health

Dr. Kelly is an Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Family Medicine and Community Health. She serves as the 
program director for the Family Medicine residency program. 
She stepped into this leadership role when she was only five 
years out of her own residency. Multiple letters of support 
described how Dr. Kelly has upgraded the didactic 
curriculum and seeks to improve the residency program each 
year. One mentee noted her skill at “not only setting clear 
expectations, but also pushing mentees to exceed those 
expectations”. Another letter described how Dr. Kelly “is 
always prepared to hear honest feedback and then models 
how to act upon that feedback”.  Finally, one resident 
described Dr. Kelly as an “absolute joy to work beside, to 
learn from, and to collaborate with. She is the best type of 
mentor”. 
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and Community Health

• “In just four years, Dr. Kelly has transformed the family medicine

residency. She has done this with curricular innovation, a

willingness to ask for help, a strong presence as a role model,

and by always putting the patients and residents first.”

- Belinda Vail, MD, MS, FAAFP

Chair of Family Medicine and Community Health

• “Dr. Kelly is approachable, kind, honest, and hard-working. She has gained

all of our respect with her work ethic. She does not ask us to do anything she

would not do herself…Dr. Kelly exemplifies the family physician we all strive

to become.”

- Former Chief Resident, Department of Family Medicine and

Community Health
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Excellence Award in Mentoring

•2021 Recipient – Andrew Godwin, PhD
• Professor, Department of Pathology and 

Laboratory Medicine

Dr. Godwin is a professor in the Department of Pathology and 
Laboratory medicine. Over his career, Dr. Godwin has 
mentored over 100 trainees, ranging from high school 
students to medical students to junior faculty. Letters of 
support were submitted from individuals in six different 
departments across campus which speaks to how broadly his 
mentorship involvement and impact is. One nomination letter 
detailed how “he provides a road map for achieving a vision 
and demonstrates how to get past stumbling blocks”. His 
letters of support had extensive lists of the many grants and 
research projects he has provided mentorship and guidance 
on. More than one letter noted that Dr. Godwin is “generous 
with his time and experience”. Reading his nomination 
packet, it is clear his mentoring and support of junior faculty is 
advancing many careers.
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• Professor, Department of Pathology and

Laboratory Medicine
• “Since his arrival to KUMC in late 2010, Dr. Godwin has worked with

established and junior faculty alike to advance the scientific and

academic missions of both KUCC and KUMC. He works closely with

many of the junior clinical faculty in the cancer center and has

helped to elevate their academic careers through his direct

mentoring and laboratory support”

- Roy Jensen, MD

Vice Chancellor and Director, The University of Kansas

Cancer Center

• “I have been nothing but impressed, grateful, and inspired by Dr. Godwin’s

gracious embrace of my work, interest in my career development, and the

incredible role mode he is. He has identified opportunities for funding, personally

introduced me to leaders in the field, and spent numerous hours reviewing drafts

and coaching me on grant writing.”

- Associate Professor, Department of Population Health




